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 INTRODUCTION 

 Welcome to Movie Magic Budgeting 10, the industry standard professional software 
 for budgeting a film or TV show of any genre. 

 Movie Magic Budgeting  10 is a MAC and PC  compatible software  program 
 developed and published by EP (Entertainment Partners).  www.ep.com 

 This guide aims to take you through the software for  the first time, and show you how 
 to get to work creating your first budget. 

 Templates 
 Movie Magic Budgeting 10 provides you with dozens  of real world budget templates, 
 which you can use when creating a budget for a specific  company, or generic ones if 
 they are more suitable to the kind of project on which  you are working. 

 Auto-Save 
 Movie Magic Budgeting 10 is a connected application.  This means that all your files 
 will be  automatically saved  on both your computer  and EP’s server.  Therefore, if 
 your computer crashes you don’t have to worry about  having lost all of your files. 
 Install MMB10 on a new computer and you will be able  to access all your files stored 
 on EP’s server. 

 Working off-line 
 The application allows you to work offline for seven  days. After this period of seven 
 days,  you will need to login with an internet connection  in order to validate your 
 license automatically, checked by EP’s server. 

 And if your internet connection goes down for a couple  minutes, for example, you 
 can still work and save your file on your computer  without any problem.  Once your 
 internet is back online, your MMB10 files saved on  your computer will be 
 automatically synced with EP's cloud server. 

 Advanced features 
 Once you have assimilated the basics of Movie Magic  Budgeting 10, we suggest you 
 read our other guide, “Differences between Movie Magic  Budgeting 7 and 10”, 
 designed for existing MMB 7 users in which we cover  more advanced features. 
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 THE BASIC PRINCIPLES BEHIND THE PROGRAM 

 Movie Magic Budgeting 10 has a three-level structure: 

 1.  Topsheet  (your totals per section and grand totals) 
 2.  Accounts Level  totalling all accounts within that  budget section 
 3.  Detail Level  where you enter your information on a  line by line basis. 

 The program also has powerful  Tools,  which we discuss  later in this guide, which 
 you can apply within your calculation line on the  Detail Level (  Currency, Units, 
 Globals, Locations  and  Sets  ), or apply across your  calculation line also on the 
 Detail Level (like  Fringes  and  Groups  ). 

 The software interface gives you access to these Tools  so you can set them up and 
 use them to create a powerful professional workflow  to create your budget, and 
 quickly and dynamically re-budget. 

 To visualize the structure of Movie Magic Budgeting  10: 
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 THE INTERFACE 

 OK, let’s get started by opening up Movie Magic Budgeting  10. 

 Startup Page 
 On launching the software, you will find the  Startup  Page. 

 The  Help and Tutorials  window will first appear. This  gives you access to short 
 training videos prepared by Entertainment Partners  and updated periodically. Feel 
 free to browse these videos. They focus on a particular  aspect of the software 
 functionality and are a great resource. 

 Subscribe (free subscription) to the  YouTube channel BroadcastEP  to see tutorials 
 on Movie Magic Budgeting 10 and other Entertainment Partners industry software. 

 To Close this Help and Tutorials window, click on  Close at the bottom right of the 
 window. 

 Now you can see the  Startup Page  : 
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 At the top left you will see two tabs –  Open Budgets  and  Templates  . Here, you can 
 explore the budgets you will create as well as the  pre-loaded Movie Magic Budgeting 
 10 templates. 

 Assuming this is your first time using the software, so let’s start by looking at 
 Templates. 

 The Template Library 
 Click on the  Template  tab. 

 Movie Magic Budgeting 10 is a template based application,  which means you start 
 new work with a fully functional industry standard  budget. 

 On the left hand side of the screen, you will see  categories or folders. Over time, you 
 can add your own templates (  My Templates  ), but to  access the pre-loaded 
 templates, click on  EP Templates  and select  MMB7 Legacy  .  These are the 
 templates which any user familiar with previous versions  of Movie Magic Budgeting 
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 will also have access. 

 Browse from the list of over 70 templates and you will see many familiar company 
 names. In some cases, you will also see descriptions of what kind of genre the 
 template covers in addition to company names. 

 For example, if you  look at the DreamWorks  budget templates, there  is one for 
 feature film, one for animation and one for TV. 

 If you work for a company that has a budget template  listed, it is good practice to use 
 their template as the structure and even cost codes  of each budget line are correct 
 for that company. 

 If you are creating a new budget,  select a budget  that is similar to the genre you 
 are creating. 
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 For example, in Great Britain, the Channel 4 budget template is a good choice as 
 this is the standard budget layout for all broadcasters.  Also, the template allows any 
 genre of output to be budgeted, from reality to feature  film. 

 Select this Template by clicking upon it, then hitting the button on either the top of the 
 window or at the bottom right,  New Budget from Template. 

 Open Budgets 
 The screen changes from the  Template view  to the  Open  Budgets  view. 

 Now you can see in the right hand pane, all of your  budgets, be this the first one you 
 have created, or one of many. 

 You are now invited to give a name to your budget. By default it shows the name of 
 the template used to create it. 

 Note the tab on the top left is now displaying the  Open Budgets tab underlined in 
 yellow: 

 However, before opening the file you just renamed,  let’s explore the way to organise 
 your projects. 
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 Organizing your folders 

 Note that the  left pane  is called  My Projects.  This  is a folder system where you 
 save your budgets into Project folders. 

 Uncategorized  refers to budgets which you have not  saved to a Project.  (You 
 cannot delete or edit the name of that category) 

 Click on the button  Add Project  to create a folder,  such as for a specific show you 
 are budgeting,  to save your work. You can create  as many Projects as you wish. 

 You can also  Archive Project  , which does not delete  the Project folder, but rather 
 stores it in both your computer and the cloud. 

 Look to the bottom of the left hand window to see  the  Archived  Folder where such 
 archived projects can be accessed. 

 There is also a folder where you can store budgets  which have been  Shared with 
 Me  by other Movie Magic Budgeting 10 users. 

 Referring to the right hand pane, before we start work on this budget, let’s take a 
 look at the buttons along the top of the window. 

 ●  Here you can also create a  New Budget  from the Templates. 

 ●  You can  Rename  your budget – it’s important that your  budget has a unique 

 name. Simply click on your chosen budget, click on  the Rename button and 

 edit the name of the selected budget. 

 ●  You can also send the selected budget directly to  the  Archive  . 
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 ●  Duplicate  the budget is useful if you want to work onwards from that 

 particular point in your workflow. So as not to alter a previous version of the 

 budget. 

 ●  Send your budget there using the  Move to Project  button to any Projects 

 you’ve already created. You can select which project  folder you wish to use. 

 ●  Finally, there is the  Import Movie Magic Budgeting 7  Budget/Template. This 

 opens up your computer’s Finder Window, from where  you can navigate to 

 your template or budget of choice. 

 Important:  Movie Magic Budgeting 10 templates and budgets can be read on 

 Legacy Movie Magic Budgeting 7, and vice versa. 

 Select your budget and click on  Open Budget 

 Navigate to where you have saved the file, select  it, and click on the bottom right 
 click  Open Budget  . 

 This will take you to the budget interface. 

 The Budget Interface 

 The budget interface is a newly designed GUI in appearance.  It’s completely different 
 from Legacy Movie Magic Budgeting 7. (For those of  you familiar with MMB 7 see 
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 our guides Differences between Legacy and Movie Magic Budgeting.) 

 As mentioned above, Movie Magic Budgeting 10 works in exactly the same way as 
 Legacy Movie Magic Budgeting 7, with a few improvements  and changes. 

 Fundamentally, what you are looking at is the Budget  Topsheet. We’ll explain the 
 new navigation between the Topsheet, Accounts and  Details Levels shortly. 

 First let’s have a look at the Interface. 

 Starting Top Left 
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 ●  Open/New  takes you back to the  Open Budgets and Templates  window, 
 where you can select your budget from the right hand  pane,  Rename  or 
 Duplicate  your budget,  Move it to a Project Folder  or  Archive  , and start 
 work on another budget as described above. 

 Note that to go back to the budget you are working  on and return to the 
 budget interface, you need to  select it  from the right hand pane and click on 
 Open Budget  . 

 ●  Next is the  Reports  drop-down, which allows you to  create your budget report 
 as a pdf to share with any collaborators. More on  this later. 

 ●  Share  is a new feature on Movie Magic Budgeting 10,  also see below for 
 more information. 

 ●  Next comes the  Tools Set Ups  mentioned above. Let’s  have a look at these 
 features, which make Movie Magic Budgeting 10 such  a powerful application. 

 Tools Set Up: 

 Note on the extreme right of the header section there  is a toggle button called  Tools  . 

 Toggle this on, and you will see on the right of the  screen (or if you wish, you can set 
 this at the bottom of the screen if you click on the  little icon immediately beneath the 
 Tools toggle).  This allows you to access all Tools  when you are working on the 
 Detail level of the budget, speeding up your workflow. 
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 Click on any of the  Tool Setups tabs on the header  to set up these tools for your 
 budget. (You can also access these from the Setup  menu in the menu bar at the top 
 of your screen). 

 This opens the  Budget Set Up window  where you can  view, amend and access all 
 of the Tools by selecting the names across the top  of the screen. 

 Click on any tool setup to open the  Budget Setup window  and have a look in each 
 section to see what work is pre-set for you. 

 Note that this has two sections: the left hand window  shows either your Budget 
 based Tools, or you can access your Cloud Library. 

 Save your Tools into sortable folders by adding or  deleting folders. For the purposes 
 of this guide, make sure you have selected  Budget  in this window. 

 OK, let’s take each of these Tools, and explain what  they allow you to do. 
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 TOOLS 

 Click on Units to open the Unit Tool Box. 

 Units  are used in every budget calculation line. Think of them as narrative devices. 

 The default ones are 
 ●  Hour (H) 
 ●  Day (D) 
 ●  Week (W) 
 ●  Month (M) 
 ●  Allow (A),  which is an estimate 
 ●  Flat (F),  which is an agreed rate. 

 Units are entered into the second column of a calculation  line on the Detail Level. 
 For example: 5 Days x 1 £100 gives a subtotal of £500. 

 The letters in brackets above are important as the  software recognises the insertion 
 of this letter alone and will compensate automatically  for singular or plural. 
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 You can create new Units as you need them (i.e., Night/Nights) 

 In the Budget Setup window for Units, you will see  each unit listed, the number of 
 times each Unit is in use in the budget, the singular  and plural versions, any 
 description you may wish to add, and the numbers of  hours a day/week/month to 
 which they equate (which has no bearing on the calculation). 

 At the very right end of the window are three dots,  known as breadcrumbs, which 
 allow you to toggle in/out these columns. 

 Along the top of the window are the buttons to Add  or Delete a Unit,  Move it to a 
 Category you have set up in the left hand side of  this window, or upload it to your 
 Cloud Library of Tools for use in other budgets. 

 Currency  is vital when it comes to budgeting. Most Templates are already in the 
 US $ as the software is American software. When you  open the Currency Tab you 
 may well wish to  Add Currency. 

 ●  Clicking  Add Currency  creates a new line. Movie Magic  Budgeting 10 has 
 the most common currencies preloaded. Type in the  first letter of the currency, 
 e.g., E for Euro or G for Great British Pound. 
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 The software will offer you a drop down of choices  – select the one you want. 

 ●  Tab forward to add a description, which will auto-fill. 
 ●  Tab forward to Symbol to select your choice from a  drop down. 
 ●  At the extreme right of the column, if this is your  only currency give it a value 

 of 1.000. If you are using multiple currencies, decide  which is your base 
 currency, set at 1.000, and enter the conversion rate  of your other currencies 
 against your base currency. 

 ●  You may wish to  Delete Currencies  which will not be  used. 
 ●  The tick boxes on the extreme left allow you to select  either one currency, 

 which means that your budget will display the currency  symbol on your work 
 sheets, and reports. 

 ●  Having more than one currency, with the conversion  rates inputted means that 
 you can output in either currency by selecting the  checkbox. 

 ●  Additionally, you can enter values of non-base currencies  natively in each 
 Detail Level line where an amount is in a currency  which is not the base 
 currency. To do this, toggle in the Currency Column  in the Detail line (see later 
 notes). 

 Fringes  are Fringe Benefits, or Wage Related Overheads which are different in 
 each country. You will need to research which ones  are applicable to your budget. To 
 aid future work you may wish to add your selected  Fringes to a folder in the left 
 panel, and then upload to your Cloud Library. 

 Set up your Fringes by clicking  Add Fringes  and populating  each line with a Name, 
 Description, a short ID (keeping these unique) and  the percentage rate to be 
 calculated by the software on top of the Net Wage  you enter for each worker. 
 (Fringes are wage-related and thus not applicable to goods and services). 
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 Note:  Cut Off allows you to set a limit to a payment should national laws or 
 guild/union agreements cap certain payments per individual. 

 Unlike Units which are entered in the Detail Line  column as a part of a calculation, 
 Fringes are applied across budget lines by highlighting  the lines where the Fringe is 
 to be applied and selecting the Fringe from the Tools  menu to the right or below on 
 your budget interface. 

 Locations  and  Sets  are Budget Tagging Tools – they do not alter the budget 
 calculation, but are extremely helpful to keeping  track of expenditures in a 
 country/city or on the costs of a particular production  decision. 

 Both tools function in the same way, so this section  covers both. 

 ●  Decide on what you wish to tag and  Add  Location or  Set. 
 ●  Give it a code – as you will need to type this for  every entry, keep this brief 

 (i.e., a couple of letters), noting not to use the  same name as a Unit or Global. 
 With Locations, you have the ability to add the names  or a city or province to 
 clarify your description. 

 ●  Locations and Sets are added in the Detail line for each tagged expenditure, 
 by selecting the lines of Detail and applying the Location or Set tag from the 
 Tools Menu to the right or below on your budget interface 
 . 

 ●  By visiting this Budget Setup window, you can view  the budget spent at your 
 chosen location or set. 

 As with the other Tools, you can  Move  the locations  or set to  Categories  you have 
 created in the left panel of the Budget Setup window,  or  Upload to your Cloud 
 Library  for use on other projects. 

 Groups  can also be used as a  Tagging  tool like locations and sets. However, it is 
 far more powerful as it can be a  Comparison  tool as  well. It can also be used in 
 calculating credits and in editing contractual charges. 
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 To set up your Group: 

 ●  Click Add Group at the top of the window 
 ●  Give it a Name, a brief Description, Tick in BT (to  include in budget total) 
 ●  If you wish to Colour Code the lines of detail in  your reports, choose a colour 

 from the drop-down menu. 

 The remainder of the lines are populated by the software  as you apply Groups 
 in the same way as Fringes – by highlighting the lines  of detail and clicking on 
 the Gr box in Tools and ticking in the Group to which  you wish to apply. 

 To compare mutually exclusive Groups, use the  InBT  (in budget total) tick boxes – 

 -  Tick in to include, untick to exclude. So this powerful  tool is simple to use. 

 Note that along the top of the Globals Budget setup  window, there are three 
 important drop-downs that affect your calculations: 

 1.  Include or Exclude Non-Grouped Detail lines by Default – to show a full 
 budget including your group select Include. To only show a budget with your 
 selected Group, select Exclude. 

 2.  Include/Exclude if there is a Group Status conflict  – if you have more than one 
 Group in use on a detail, you can determine whether  or not to include or 
 exclude the information from your budget calculation. 

 3.  Include/Exclude Fringe Amounts in Group Totals allows  you to choose to 
 include or exclude any Fringes in lines tagged. 

 As with the other Tools, you can  Move  Groups to  Categories  you have created in 
 the left panel of the Budget Setup Window, or  Upload  to your Cloud Library  for use 
 on other projects. 
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 Globals  are a feature of Movie Magic Budgeting 10 which is extremely powerful. 

 They need a little explanation to a new user. 

 Consider your Detail line calculation as a mathematical  formula, where you are using 
 elements of calculus or physics. Simply put, a formula  like E=mc2 uses letters for 
 numerical values in your calculation. The formula  remains the same, but the values 
 represented by each letter can change, resulting in  the value of the calculation 
 changing. 

 Globals work like these letters in your calculation.  You enter the letter based global 
 giving it a value. To rebudget you simply change the  value of the global and your 
 entire budget recalculates. So if you use globals  religiously, you can often rebudget 
 quickly by altering your globals on this Globals page  as opposed to going through 
 the entire budget and making individual changes. 

 Globals is a powerful library of data which, for example,  can contain all cast and 
 crew rates. 

 Globals come in two varieties: 

 1.  Units attached (e.g., shoot length is seven weeks) 
 2.  Numericals (rates of pay for a person or thing) 

 A commonly used example is to create a shoot length global, naming it, for example, 
 slw (shoot length weeks).  To create this global: 

 ●  Add global in the Budget Setup window. 
 ●  Name it slw (globals must start with letters, not  numbers). Write a description 

 e.g., Shoot Length in Weeks. 
 ●  In Calculation add 7. 
 ●  In Units add Weeks. 

 The software will take care of the rest of it. 
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 With this Unit-based global, on the Detail line in your budget, enter  slw  in the 
 Amount Column and the software will populate “7” in  the Amount Column and Weeks 
 in the Unit Column. 

 Enter “slw” and it will become 7 

 For a rate of pay, e.g. Grip, you can create a value-only  global. 
 Add Global, Name it Grip, Add a Description (e.g.  Grip Weekly Net Wage), and add 
 an amount in the calculation column only. This global  can then be entered in the 
 Rate Column. 

 Use of Globals makes budgeting a quicker process, as you are entering global 
 names, which means speed of input of detail. 

 Further, when it comes to adjusting a budget you can  amend the globals rather than 
 making individual changes on each line of the budget. 

 Globals are inserted in the Detail line either in  the Amount Column for Unit Based 
 Globals, or in the Rate Column for simple numerical globals. 
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 NAVIGATING THE BUDGET INTERFACE 

 The Topsheet 
 Let’s look at the budget, which takes up the majority of your screen. 

 You will be looking at the Budget Topsheet – the totals. 

 Below this level is the Accounts Level which subtotals  the individual accounts in 
 each category. 

 Below this is the Details Level where all data are  entered. 

 The software calculates based on the numerical figures  and globals in each line of 
 detail, and any groups or fringes applied to each  line, subtotalling to the Accounts 
 Level and totalling on the Topsheet. 

 Looking at the Topsheet from left to right: 

 1.  First, the number column numbers the lines of the  budget. 
 2.  Second, the Account Numbers relates to company cost  codes. 
 3.  Third comes the Category or Description. 
 4.  Fourth is the Total Column. 

 (Double-clicking on the Account or Category description  columns allows you to edit 
 these as you choose). 

 But there are more possibilities for display – above  the Total you will have three dots, 
 known as Breadcrumbs. 
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 Click on these to allow you to select additional columns – Fringe Totals per category, 
 and Original and Variance Columns, which are helpful  for tracking budget changes. 
 This is available on both the Topsheet and Accounts  Levels. 

 Navigating the Budget Levels and Forward and Backwards Through the 
 Budget 

 A major change from the earlier version of Movie Magic  Budgeting is the means of 
 navigation. 

 The quickest way to navigate is using keyboard shortcuts,  in  Command or Ctrl 
 Down or Up Arrow  to take you through the Budget levels. 

 To Move from Category to Category on the Accounts  level,  Command or Ctrl Left 
 or Right Arrow. 

 To navigate through the Detail level  Command or Ctrl  Left or Right Arrow. 

 Alternatively, to navigate DOWN from Topsheet to Accounts  and Accounts to Detail 
 level,  double click on the number  at the extreme left  of a budget line. 

 In the Accounts level, you will see on the top of  the working area – Topsheet, Up and 
 Down Arrows, and the name of the account at which  you are currently looking. 
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 ●  Clicking on Topsheet returns you to the Topsheet. 
 ●  The Up/Down Arrow cycles you through the Accounts level 

 ●  The Drop-down allows you to go to another section of accounts by selecting it. 

 ●  Additionally, once in the Detail level, you will see  on the top of the working 
 area – Topsheet, Up and Down Arrows, and the name  of the account at which 
 you are currently looking. 

 ●  Clicking on Topsheet returns you to the Topsheet. 
 ●  Clicking on the Account Name takes you back to the  Accounts level. 
 ●  The Up/Down Arrows cycle you through the Details level 
 ●  The Drop-down allows you to go to another Detail line  section within that 

 account by selecting it. 
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 HOW TO EDIT A BUDGET 

 Now that you can get around the budget, let’s look  at how to edit it. 

 The Topsheet 
 As mentioned, you can alter the narrative on the Topsheet  simply by double-clicking 
 and typing your amendment. 

 The breadcrumbs over the Total allow you to add or  remove columns. 

 You can also add a Production Total: 
 Select the line where you want to insert a Production  total and right-click on it. 

 Inserting a Contractual Charge 
 Contractual Charges are most likely different for  every budget. They are charges 
 which are applied across the entire budget (e.g.,  contingency, production fee) and 
 are inserted on the Topsheet. 

 Select where on the Topsheet you wish to Create your  Contractual Charge. 
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 -  Right-click (Control + click) and select  Create/Apply Contractual Charge 

 This opens up the Budget Setup window. Either select  a Contractual Charge you 
 have created for this budget or hit the + button to  create a new charge. 

 A new window opens: 
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 ●  Top Box Name the Charge 
 ●  Select Charge type – either percent or flat fee. 
 ●  For a percentage Contractual Charge, type in the percentage  figure only – do 

 NOT insert a % sign as the software is already set  to calculate the 
 percentage. 

 ●  Insert an Account Number if you wish. 
 Note: you can display the percentage or any excluded amount in the 
 description on the Topsheet by clicking the tick boxes. 

 ●  You can exclude an amount or exclude a Group from  this charge (another 
 powerful use of the Groups tool). 

 Apply Charge. (You can unapply a charge here too).  Close the window. 

 In the same way, you can  Apply a credit  . We invite  you to check the Tutorial Video 
 dedicated to it. 

 Editing at the Account Level 
 On the account level, you can alter any narrative by double-clicking and editing your 
 text. 

 ●  To add or delete entire account lines: highlight the  Account row(s). 
 ●  Right-click – cut or copy, insert or delete rows as required. 

 Editing at the Detail Level 
 As mentioned, your main budgeting work happens at  the Detail Level. 
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 The software automatically calculates, subtotals and  totals your budget based on 
 your calculations and the tools you use within and  apply to the lines of Detail. 

 At its most basic level you have multiplier boxes: 

 ●  In the  Amount Box  you can put in a number, or a Unit  Based Global. 
 ●  In  Unit  you can add the Unit of your choice, or if  using a Unit Based Global in 

 the Amount, this will autofill. 
 ●  X  allows you to have multiples – more than one, e.g.  2, or fractions of one, 

 e.g. 0.5. 
 ●  Rate  can be a number or a Global. 
 ●  This gives you a  Subtotal. 

 Note the three dots, aka Breadcrumbs, beside the word Subtotal. Click on these to 
 add additional columns: 

 ●  Agg  shows you an Aggregate of Fringes applied. 
 ●  Fringes  opens a Fringe column which shows what Fringes  you have applied 

 to this line. 
 ●  Groups  opens a Groups column which shows what Groups  you have applied 

 to this line. 
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 ●  Location  allows you to enter the name of the Location spend you want to tag 
 (this will not change the budget total). 

 ●  Set  allows you to enter the name of the Set spend  you want to tag (this will 
 not change the budget total). 

 Now you are ready to enter your data. 

 Movie Magic Budgeting 10 will work fine if you simply  wish to enter numbers into the 
 Amount, X and Rate columns. The  Tools,  however, make  the possibilities greater 
 with a faster and more accurate workflow, as well  as having the ability to rebudget 
 quickly and accurately using tools such as Globals,  as discussed above. 

 To enter Data at the Detail Level: 

 ●  To move from left to right use your Tab key. 
 ●  To move from right to left, Shift and Tab. 

 It is always good practice to enter a Description  for each line of budget, for your own 
 benefit and that of anyone reading the budget file  or reports. 

 In Amount enter a numerical value or a global, e.g.  slw. Using slw, both the Amount 
 and Units columns will be populated. (Alternatively,  enter a suitable unit into the Unit 
 Column. 

 ●  Select your X, usually 1 
 ●  Enter your Rate, be it a numeric value or a global. 

 To tag the expenditure to a Location or Set, double-click  in the Location or set box 
 and type in the full name you have created for your  Location or Set. 

 To apply a Fringe 
 Click on the number on the extreme left to highlight  a line or lines to highlight them: 

 In your Tools on the right or below your work area,  click on  Fr  . 

 ●  You can now see the fringes you have for this budget. 
 ●  To apply a fringe, tick the checkbox of the one or  many which apply. You will 

 see the names of the fringes applied shown in the  Fringes column. 
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 To apply a Group 
 Click on the number on the extreme left to highlight  a line or lines to be affected: 

 In your Tools on the right or below your work area,  click on  Gr  . 

 ●  You can now see the groups you have for this budget. 
 ●  To apply a group, tick the checkbox of the one or  many that apply.  You will 

 see the names of the groups applied shown in the Groups  column. 

 If you have colour coded your group, the text in the  lines to which the group is 
 applied will appear in that colour. 

 Powerful Re-budgeting 
 Should you use the Globals and the Groups, you can  quickly rebudget using these 
 tools. 
 By changing the global’s value in the Budget Setup  window, the software will 
 dynamically re-budget. Likewise, by selecting or deselecting  Groups in the Budget 
 Setup window, the software will dynamically re-budget. 
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 OTHER FEATURES 

 The Find Tool 

 To the right of the Budget Setup menum you will see  a white box – Find. 

 This opens up the  Find and Replace  feature. 

 Find allows you to Find (and then go to or edit) any  line of narrative in your budget, 
 or Find tools you have applied such as Groups, Fringes  etc. 

 ●  Type in any narrative, e.g. Prep, to have a list of  all occurrences of that 
 narrative and the budget lines. 

 ●  Simply click on the checkbox of a result to go to  that entry to see the 
 occurrence in your budget. 

 ●  Use this to replace the entry, e.g. changing prep  to Pre-production. 
 Or, for example, searching for a certain global and  changing that for another. 
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 Sub-Budgets 
 A sub-budget is a daughter budget generated from the  mother budget you have 
 created. 

 It can be used to create a selection of your budget  to be passed on to a collaborator 
 or, for example, a department head on your production.  Sub-budgets can be created 
 in a few ways: 

 From the Budget window: 

 ●  File > Create Sub-Budget 

 ●  Clicking the three dots on the tab with the budget  name immediately beneath 
 Open/New on your Budget view. 

 From the Startup window: 

 ●  A Sub-Budget can also be created from the Open Budget  window – Create 
 Sub-Budget button on the bottom of the panel. 
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 This opens up a Sub-budget window where you can customize the elements to 
 include in your sub-budget. 

 The left-hand panel,  Available Budget  Sections, lists  all categories included in your 
 budget. 

 ●  You can, for speed,  Exclude Empty Budget Accounts  or  Zero Total Budget 
 Accounts. 

 ●  Untick any categories you wish to exclude. They will  disappear from the 
 right-hand Review. 

 ●  Click  Next  (bottom right). 
 ●  This opens up the Budget Setup window, allowing you  to untick /unapply 

 Tools. Make your selections. 
 ●  Once complete, click  Create Sub-Budget. 
 ●  Your Startup window opens, with the new budget highlighted  and named as 

 per the original budget with an addendum, e.g., 1. 
 ●  From here you can  rename the “sub-budget”  , which is  a fully functional 

 MMB Budget and share with collaborators, or work on  it further yourself. 
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 Comparing Budgets 

 In the Budget window, just to the left of Find on  the header is Compare: 

 This tool allows you to compare budgets. 

 ●  Click on Compare and select the budgets to be compared  from the drop-down 
 list. 

 ●  Once selected they will be marked as  Linked  . 

 ●  The Comparison budgets will be displayed in two different columns (A and B) 
 of your Topsheet and Account level. 
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 ●  Click on  Reports  just to the right of Open/New 

 ●  Select  Budget Comparison. 

 ●  This will open up a report comparing your budget headers  across all budgets 
 selected. 

 By clicking on the blue  Header  and  Footer  buttons,  you can add necessary 
 information to the header and footer of the report. 

 ●  This can be saved as a pdf and subsequently emailed  or printed by clicking 
 the  Export pdf  button on the bottom right. 
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 PRINTING / REPORTING YOUR WORK 

 ●  To create a report to print on a physical printer  or as a PDF file: 

 Click on Report > Report Setup: 

 ●  It opens the Printing / Report Window: 

 ●  The Printing window is fully interactive.  On the screen will appear an “as 
 printed” version. You will see your budget, Topsheet  and Details. You will 
 probably want to customize the default layout. 
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 ●  Customize the display in the report, including: 

 ○  Resize the column on your Topsheet or Accounts level. 
 ○  Select the accounts and information you want to print. 
 ○  Customize your header and footer. 

 ●  Consider which columns you want in your topsheet report: 
 ○  Click on the three dots (breadcrumbs) above the Total column. 
 ○  From here, select additional columns such as Fringe Totals, Original 

 and Variance. 

 ○  Resize each column, if desired. 

 ●  To modify the layout of the category and details,  use the Drop-down menu 
 from the top left menu and select Category and Detail: 
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 Make your desired adjustments, including showing additional columns and 
 resizing them: 

 ●  Additional settings included in the  “included in this  section” menu  : 

 Click on APPLY TO REPORT to validate your changes 
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 ●  Finally, you can customise the header and footer: 

 Click on the Footer or Header blue icon: 

 A new window opens up: 

 ●  Here you can  Drag & Drop  useful items like Page Number,  Today’s Date, etc. 
 to either the centre of the header or to the left  or right. 

 ●  You can add text by double-clicking in a field and  typing. 
 ●  When you are happy with your selections, click on  the bottom right button, 

 Apply to Report  . 
 ●  Follow the same process at the  Footer  . 

 ●  This allows you to save your work as a pdf – a window  will open allowing you 
 to name and save the file to the destination of your  choice via your Finder. 
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 SHARING A BUDGET 

 To Share with a MMB7 User (Export Feature) 
 To Export your budget to someone using Legacy Movie  Magic Budgeting 7 (e.g. 
 MMB 7), you need to export your file to your computer. 

 In the Budgeting window: 

 ●  File > Export  MMB7 File 

 ●  This will allow you to save your work to your computer  as an .mbd file (MMB 7 
 File) 

 ●  Select your destination, name and save your file. 
 ●  You can then email your budget to your collaborator  using MMB 7. 

 To Share with another Movie Magic Budgeting 10 User 
 As this is ”connected software”, it is possible to  share your work with other Movie 
 Magic Budgeting 10 users within the “MMB 10 ecosystem” 

 ●  Open your budget 
 ●  Click on Share 
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 ●  Add Recipient and enter the email address of another Movie Magic Budgeting 
 10 user and click Share 

 ●  An option allows you to send an updated version of  your file. 

 Important: 

 The term “share” can be confusing. Here, you are not  sharing a file like you would do with 
 an online application. Rather, you are just sending  your file like you would do by email. 
 However, it’s a much more secure method since you  remain in the MMB10 “ecosystem”. 

 Once your partner receives the file in their shared  environment and starts working on it, any 
 change they make will not appear in your file. 

 Remember: Sharing a MMB10 file is, in actuality, sending  it.. 

 To access budgets sent to you, in the Startup window,  click on the link “Shared with 
 me”. 

 ●  This shows senders email addresses. 
 ●  Click on the selected sender’s email address to show  budget(s) sent to you 

 (shown in right window). 
 ●  A blue dot denotes unopened budget. 
 ●  Highlight the budget.  Open Budget  (bottom right) 
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